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ABSTRACT 
 
 
AUTOMATED LYRICAL NARRATIVE WRITING 
 
 
by Divya Singh 
 
 
 
Computational Creativity studies the potential of computers to act as 
autonomous creators and co-creators in addition to tools helping people. 
Creativity is evident in music, visual art, problem solving and languages. 
Significant work has been conducted in the area of linguistic creation 
mainly in the generation of stories, puns, rhymes, jokes, similes, and 
poetry. One of the major challenges of computational creativity is to 
generate lyrics that exhibit human-level creativity. On one hand, the lyrics 
generated should be meaningful and coherent, while on the other hand, 
they should satisfy poetry constraints such as rhyme scheme, rhyme type, 
and the number of syllables. The goal of this project is to combine the two 
art forms of storytelling and lyrics writing through the automated creation 
of coherent lyrics. The project also highlights the approaches to the 
creation of poetry and lyrics. The resulting model is named MexicA’s 
BaLlad MachinE (MABLE). This is the first computational system that 
generates narrative-based lyrics.
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
No single definition can do justice to poetry as it varies across genres 
and one can always find an example that contradicts any given definition. 
However, Levin (1962) defines poetry as a literary form in which language 
is used in a concentrated blend of sound and imagery to create an 
emotional response [1]. This definition points to the main ingredients of a 
poem which are content and emotions. 
Creating a meaningful story not only requires correct grammatical 
structure but also an understanding of theme, plot, and characters. 
Unsurprisingly, automated creation of coherent stories persists as a 
significant challenge. This can be seen in previous work on lyrics and 
poetry generation. Despite these lyrics being deficient in coherency, they 
were emotionally engaging due to the selection of related and powerful 
words. On the other hand, lyrics written by humans across diverse 
genres often center around a consistent story. 
The main focus of this project is to integrate automated storytelling 
with lyrics writing. The goal of this integration is to tackle the challenges 
faced in both of these domains and create emotionally engaging lyrics 
that narrate a story to the audience. 
The contributions of this work are as follows: 
 
1.  This new approach of automating the writing of ballads has not 
 
been previously utilized by either machines or humans. The method
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starts with a complete plot line generated by MEXICA, capturing 
the main elements of the story. The next step is then used to 
endow the story with rhyme and rhythm. Specifically, every other 
line in lyrics is devoted to the progression of the narrative, while the 
remaining phrases aim to transform the narrative into a ballad. 
2.  In the first phase, MABLE (MexicA’s BaLlad MachinE) relies on 
MEXICA, a plot generation machine based on the engagement- 
reflection model for creative writing. 
3.  The second phase utilizes a statistical model to expand the plot into 
lyrics. A second-order Markov model, trained on a corpus of love 
songs, is used to generate candidate sentences that rhyme with the 
original sentence and following its metric structure which leads to 
the seamless integration of the narrative into the ballad. 
The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Section II 
describes the background. Section III covers a summary of related 
previous work. Section IV gives a brief introduction to MEXICA, which is 
integral to MABLE. Section V gives an in-depth description of MABLE and 
a step-by-step example for clear understanding of workflow of MABLE. 
Finally, Section VI discusses the conclusion and future work.
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II. BACKGROUND 
 
 
A. Markov Chain 
 
A Markov chain is a stochastic process that consists of a sequence of 
states where the probability distribution of a state at time t+1 depends on 
the state at time t and not on the preceding states, and t = 0, 1, 2, 3 ... 
[2]. Each state has a transition probability of going from one state to 
another state. 
In mathematical terms, Markov process can be represented in the form 
of a triplet (Q, p, A), where Q is a finite set of states, p is the initial state 
probabilities and A is the state transition probabilities. Let qi be the 
probability that the system is in state i at time 0, P be the transition 
probability matrix, and ∑j=1 to s pij = 1 [2, eq(3)]. 
Then, the probability of a sequence of states X1, X2, …, XT at time 1, …, T 
 
is given as follows: 
 
P(X1, X2, …, XT) = qx1πT  = 2Pxt - 1xt                              [2, eq(4)] 
The probability of each symbol Xi depends only on the value of the 
preceding symbol Xi-1. A two-state Markov process is shown in Fig. 1. In 
this figure, the arrow indicates the direction and the number on the arrow 
shows the probability of going from one state to another. For example, if 
the Markov process is in state B then the probability that it goes to state A 
is 0.8 while the probability that it remains in state B is 0.2.         
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Fig. 1.    Two-state Markov chain diagram with the states labeled, B and A. 
 
 
 
In a first order Markov chain, the next state depends only on the 
previous state while in higher order Markov chains, the next state depends 
on two or more preceding states. Markov chain has been applied in areas 
such as physics, biology, music, sports, games, etc. 
Fig. 2 is the conceptual map of the topics covered in subsequent 
subsections. 
B. Natural Language Processing 
 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a field of computer science, 
artificial intelligence and computational linguistics that is concerned 
with understanding human language. This field is an active area of 
research in which computers are taught to understand and manipulate 
human languages. These languages are used to express knowledge 
and emotions and convey responses to other people.
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Fig. 2.    Subfields of natural language processing covered in this section. 
 
 
 
 
emotions and convey responses to other people. Computers are 
instructed to behave in a similar manner by processing large language 
corpora. The applications of NLP include machine translation, natural 
language text processing, text mining, information retrieval, speech 
recognition, sentiment analysis, artificial intelligence, and expert 
systems [3]. 
1) Statistical Natural Language Processing: Statistical Natural 
Language Processing is a branch of NLP in which statistical and 
probabilistic methods are used to resolve problems with the help of data
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mining and machine learning [4]. They are subfields of artificial 
 
intelligence that are trained on huge corpora. 
 
An example of such a model is Markov model where the probability 
of the next state depends only on the current state. When sentences 
are long and ambiguous, their processing becomes difficult which 
requires thousands of possible further analyses [4]. Two such 
techniques used for natural language generation are described as 
follows: 
a) Stochastic Context-Free Grammar: Context-free grammar (CFG) is 
a set of grammar rules used to generate languages. These grammar rules 
are called production rules that consist of terminals, non-terminals, a set of 
rules, and a start symbol. Stochastic CFG has been used to create novel 
melodies within a genre [5]. Then, machine learning methods are applied 
in order to select better results. Poetry parameters such as rhyme, rhythm, 
and the number of syllables form the basis for constructing lyrics. The 
process of creating lyrics requires a huge database which can improve the 
reliability of training the evaluation module [5]. 
b) Statistical parsing: Statistical parsing is a process of finding out the 
most probable parse of a sentence given the probabilities of complete 
parse for sentences obtained from a corpus of text [6]. Hidden Markov 
Model and Viterbi Search are types of statistical parsers. They search over 
an area of all candidates’ parses associated with their probabilities and 
select the most likely parse for the sentence. Candidates are ranked by  
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their probabilities and the most likely interpretation is searched using 
search and sort algorithms of Artificial Intelligence. The searching is 
optimized using algorithms like stack search, Viterbi search, and Baum- 
Welch [6]. For ranking, various machine learning algorithms such as Deep 
Neural Nets and Recurrent Neural Networks are used. 
2) Applications: Applications of NLP are as follows: 
 
a) Sentiment Analysis: Sentiment Analysis, also known as opinion 
mining, is a classification task to determine the overall attitude (positive, 
negative or neutral) in the text. It uses NLP to calculate numerical score 
along with magnitude values. The sentiments can be positive, negative, 
neutral, good, very good, satisfactory, bad, or very bad. The main 
objective of sentiment analysis is to improve quality of the product. 
Numerous approaches determine the sentiments present in word, 
sentence or document. NLP, machine learning algorithms such as Support 
Vector Machines, Naive Bayes, or Unsupervised Learning are some of the 
techniques applied for analyzing sentiments [7]. NLP focuses on using 
existing natural language processing tools such as PartOfSpeechtagger or 
Ngrams. P. Goncalves et al. [7] provides comparisons of eight sentiment 
methods: SentiWordNet, SASA, PANASt, Emoticons, SentiStrength, 
LIWC, SenticNet, and Happiness Index. No single method gives best 
results to all the text sources. Therefore, Combined Method is used to
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blend all the eight sentiment methods and achieve the optimum outcome 
 
[7]. 
 
b) Natural Language Generation: Natural Language Understanding 
(NLU) and Natural Language Generation (NLG) are two components of 
NLP. The former maps the language into representations while the latter 
extracts meaningful information from those representations. NLG can be 
viewed as the opposite of NLU [8].  For illustration, Markov text generators 
create text from a given sample dataset. One of their applications is 
generating parody. Evaluation of NLG systems involves methods such as 
test-based evaluation, human ratings, and metrics. 
The next section gives an overview of related previous approaches 
applied to the creation of poetry and lyrics.
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III. RELATED WORK 
 
Several attempts have been made at poetry generation ranging from 
template-based to statistical methods. This section explores such 
approaches in detail. 
Rap Lyric Generator has been designed particularly for the creation of 
rap lyrics. It is trained on lyrics separated into chorus and verse [9]. These 
corpora are then used to create two quad gram models that generate 
sentences which are then combined based on matching syllables in 
rhyming words. In future work, instead of the quad gram model, Stanford 
Parser that will create parse trees on different domains of the corpus, 
different clusters to construct different themes and switch themes from one 
line to another [9]. Another system that generates rap lyrics is 
DopeLearning. A corpus of rap lyrics, written by 104 different rap artists, is 
constructed. It combines lines from the corpus and uses Deep Neural 
Network and RankSVM to identify the next line in lyrics based on rhyming, 
structural and semantic similarity [10]. 
Tra-La-Lyrics 2.0 uses template-based approach for lyrics generation 
[11]. It combines two previous systems - PoeTryMe and Tra-La-Lyrics 1.0. 
The former version of Tra-la-lyrics matches stresses in the text with the 
rhythm of the melody. The new version takes user-provided seed words to 
create a semantic network that generates candidates. These candidates 
are then used to fill in a poem template. Tra-la lyrics 2.0 combines these
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two systems by integrating rhythm information from melodies into 
 
PoeTryMe's architecture [11]. 
 
Full Face Poetry Generation uses templates provided by the user to 
construct poems [12]. Based on key phrases extracted from newspaper 
articles, it selects the mood and combines them with a database of similes 
to form template-based sentences. A lyricism measure calculates scores 
on the basis of start rhymes, end rhymes, and syllables count. Next, the 
poem with the best score is chosen as the poem of the day. In Semi- 
Automated Lyrics Generation Tool for Mauritian Saga, the user fills the 
form which is then stored in MySQL database [13]. This information is 
then extracted to form lyrics. Other work that creates poetry based on 
user-provided text can be seen in [14] and [15] where the latter one uses 
stochastic hill-climbing approach. 
Scientific Music Generator (SMUG) uses real-world data such as 
academic papers for creating songs [16]. Rather than extracting words, it 
extracts features from real songs for creating song structures. The 
algorithm extracts keywords from the paper and utilizes them for filling one 
of the song structures in the database. Two Markov chains are 
implemented where one determines the notes of the melody while the 
other is used to select the duration of these notes. 
Also, there has been significant work done on the automated creation 
 
of poetry. Constrained programming is applied for poetry composition [17].
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The model consists of two components. The first component, Specifier 
maintains a static library of constraints that contains information such as 
rhymes, syllables, number of lines, and number of words on each line. 
These constraints are then used by the other component, Explorer, to 
generate poems. Topical poetry is created from a user-specified topic 
word [18]. This word is then used to identify 1000 similar words which are 
subsequently grouped in rhyming classes, and rhyming pairs are selected. 
Next, a final state acceptor is created, where each poem that it could 
generate satisfies sonnet constraints and the pairs of rhyming words are 
used to create a rhyming pattern. Finally, the paths are extracted using 
beam search and Recurrent Neural Networks. 
Regardless of substantial work conducted in poetry generation, none 
of the previous systems aim to create lyrics that convey coherent stories, 
which is the focus of this project.
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IV. MEXICA 
 
MEXICA is a computer model of creativity in writing that generates 
short stories about old inhabitants of what today is Mexico City [19]. It 
uses a cycle of engagement and reflection and provides the user the 
flexibility to explore different aspects of story generation by modifying 
different parameters. 
In MEXICA, a story is represented as a sequence of actions. Each 
action has extra information stored about it such as preconditions, post 
conditions in terms of emotional links and tensions between the characters 
[20]. Tensions reflect conflicts between the actors. They are one of the key 
elements in short story. Tensions are triggered when a character is 
murdered, when there is a clash of emotions between characters, or when 
the health of a character is at risk [20]. Whenever an action is performed in 
the story, MEXICA looks for any tension between the characters. 
Tensions such as Clashing Emotions and Love Competition are called 
Inferred Postconditions. Clashing Emotion is triggered when a character 
has two opposite emotions towards another one [20]. For illustration, “A 
princess falls in love with an enemy.” Tension due to Love Competition 
appears when two actors are in love with a third one. 
In this way, MEXICA constructs a story providing additional 
information in terms of mainly emotional links and tensions that are used 
by MABLE to extract the sentiments in the story.
  
 
 
The workflow of MABLE is discussed in the next section. 
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V. IMPLEMENTATION 
 
This section is divided into two parts. The first part describes the 
architecture of MABLE and the second part presents a step-by-step 
example creating a figurative sentence for a narrative line. 
A. Model Description 
 
MABLE takes the story narrative generated by MEXICA as input. Then, 
the narrative line is processed by its three main components: Sentence 
Evaluator, Sentiment Analyzer, and Integrator. In the end, a candidate line 
is added to each storyline, thus forming lyrics. This process is repeated for 
each line in the narrative. 
The workflow of lyrics generation is divided into three main modules. 
The first one is Sentence Evaluator which creates a set of sentences that 
fits with the storylines using poetic elements such as rhyme quality, rhyme 
scheme, number of syllables, and rhyme type. Then, Sentiment Analyzer 
filters those phrases using sentiment scores that match with the story’s 
emotions. Finally, Integrator plays its role by substituting the candidate 
sentences in first person pronouns with third person pronouns. An 
overview of MABLE's architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3 [21, Fig. 1]. 
A few linguistic resources are utilized to make lyrics poetic. Phonetic 
transcription of words is extracted from the CMU Pronunciation Dictionary 
that contains pronunciations of around 134,000 words. Twinword API
15 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.    Overview of lyrics generation workflow. 
 
 
 
(https://www.twinword.com/api/) is used to extract the sentiments of 
 
phrases which clusters them into positive, negative, and neutral 
sentiments based on their sentiment scores obtained. All of the 
components of MABLE are described in detail as follows. 
1) Sentence Evaluator: This module exploits the Markov Model in 
order to generate candidate phrases that rhyme with the narrative line. A 
pictorial representation of Sentence Evaluator is shown in Fig. 4. A 
second order Markov model is trained on a corpus of lyrics which are 
crawled from 70s to 80s rock and pop songs available on azlyrics.com. 
These 129 songs are sung by various artists and voted by twitter 
followers. Titles of the top 100 lyrics are taken from an online music 
catalog (https://www.last.fm/) and the remaining lyrics from an        
16 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.    Flowchart of sentence evaluator. 
 
 
 
 
NME music blog (http://www.nme.com/blogs). After scraping lyrics from the  
 
web, they are cleaned by removing punctuations, extra white spaces, and  
 
repeated lines. 
 
After getting a narrative line from MEXICA, Sentence Evaluator calls 
the Markov model repeatedly until 50 high-quality sentences are obtained. 
The quality of each line is measured on the basis of rhyming score and 
number of syllables in the line. Every time the Markov model is called, it is 
configured to generate a batch of around 100 new sentences having no 
more than 60 characters. 
To calculate the rhyming score, a pool of words that rhyme with the 
last word in the storyline are obtained using NLTK (http://www.nltk.org/). 
This pool is then used to search the batch (generated by second-
order Markov model) for lines whose last word rhymes with any of the 
words in the bag. This bag of words is sorted by their rhyme scores. 
They rhyme with the original to various degrees. Due to this, a lot of 
17 
 
 
 
 
candidate lines become acceptable. This idea allows lyrics to more 
closely resemble human-made songs which are always not so perfect in 
rhyming. 
The process of finding out whether the two words rhyme or not is as 
follows. The words in a sentence are tokenized using NLTK. Then, 
Carnegie Mellon University Pronunciation Dictionary is used to get the 
phonetic transcription of words. The dictionary has 127,069 words and 
their multiple pronunciations. Out of these words, 119,400 are assigned a 
unique pronunciation, 6830 have two, and 839 have three or more 
pronunciations. When any word is not found in the dictionary, the last 
letter of the word is taken. A tuple list of words containing lexicons and 
their rhyming scores is formed from CMUdict 
(http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgibin/cmudict) for each of the 
 
pronunciations. Various degrees of phonetic similarities are considered 
 
like slant rhymes, end rhymes, and assonance rhymes. End rhyme 
occurs when the last syllables of words are matched. It is the most 
common type of rhyme found in poetry. It is the simplest one therefore 
makes it easier for the audience to remember it. In slant rhyme, words 
have similar consonant sounds. Assonance rhymes are formed by 
words that have matching vowels. MABLE uses an alternating rhyming 
scheme which is the most frequently used, also known as AABB. 
After calculating rhyme scores, the candidate sentences are sorted
18 
 
 
based on their rhyme quality scores thereby selecting the top 50. These 
top candidates then go to the next level which involves counting the 
number of syllables. CMUdict is used to count the number of syllables in 
words which then can be used to count the total number of syllables in 
each sentence. In the worst case, if no candidates are obtained, common 
interjections such as “Oho oh oh oh” matching the number of syllables as 
that of in the narrative line are returned. These are then passed to the 
Sentiment Analyzer to get emotionally connected with the story. 
2) Sentiment Analyzer: Candidate sentences obtained from the 
Sentence Evaluator are well-structured but sometimes they get 
disconnected from the original story so sentiment analysis needs to be 
incorporated. Fig. 5 shows how sentiments are matched between 
narrative sentences generated by MEXICA and candidate phrases 
provided by the Sentence Evaluator. 
In this module, a sentiment API (https://twinword.com/api/) is used to 
 
fetch the sentiments of newly generated lines. The API returns the 
sentiment score for each word in the sentence. Hence, the sentiment 
score of each sentence is calculated by taking the average of the 
sentiment scores of its words. The obtained score can be positive, 
negative or neutral. If the score is below -0.05, it is tagged as 
negative and if it is above 0.05, then it is positive. If the score falls 
within this range, the sentiment of the sentence is marked as neutral.
19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.    Flowchart of sentiment analyzer. 
 
 
 
 
The sentiments of storylines are extracted from MEXICA’s tensions 
which gives information about the type of emotion present between the 
characters in the narrative line. The emotion can be love competition or 
clash in emotions. In either case, MABLE selects those candidate lines 
that contain opposite sentiments as that of in the storyline. After 
sentiment analysis is performed on the figurative lines and narrative 
sentences, the candidate lines are reduced to those that carry the 
similar sentiments as that of the narrative line. 
3) Integrator: The point of view of the emotionally connected lines to 
the story need to be neutralized using the Integrator. While MEXICA tells 
narratives in the third person, most of the lyrics on which Markov model 
is trained are written in the first person. Therefore, integration requires a 
change from a first person to a third person point of view. Hence, the 
first and second person pronouns are substituted with third person 
pronouns in order to connect the figurative lines with the narrative  
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sentences as shown in Fig. 6. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.    Flowchart of integrator. 
 
B. A Step-by-Step Example 
 
The goal is to create a new line for each of the narrative line in the 
story and those new sentences will follow them in the lyrics. Consider a 
narrative line obtained from MEXICA: “The priest was ambitious”. This 
subsection discusses how this story line uses MABLE’s components to 
generate a new candidate line that rhymes with it, has a similar sentiment 
score, and contains the same number of syllables.  
The narrative line is tokenized into a list of words - [‘The’, ‘priest’, ‘was’, 
 
‘ambitious’]. Then, a list of words that rhyme with the last word in the 
sentence i.e. “ambitious” is obtained using CMUdict. In this example, the 
pronunciation of ambitious attained is [u'AE0', u'M', u'B', u'IH2', u'SH', 
u'AH0', u'S'] and the list formed is [vivacious, victorious, imperious, 
lustrous, ...]. The rhyme quality score is calculated by counting the 
number of consecutive matching pronunciation elements. If two words 
have same rhyme quality score, then preference is given to those words  
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whose pronunciations end with the same vowels or the words that have 
the same vowels at same places, for example, soon and pool. 
Then, batch Markov method is called to get candidate sentences 
whose last words rhyme with the above bag of words that excludes 
the sentences ending with exactly the same word. Some examples of 
candidate sentences are as follows: 
Wonder how they judge us 
 
From the city sleeps 
 
It happens here in this world a crazy place 
 
Left without a trace 
 
How many nights like 
this  
For a thousand ships 
Down in the darkness 
A dream is a curse 
 
These lines do not perfectly rhyme with the storyline. MABLE 
chooses low-quality rhyming lines if perfect rhymes are not found. This 
variety of rhyme quality makes lyrics resemble human-made lyrics where 
imperfect rhymes are so common. 
Then, the model reduces this list by matching the number of 
syllables with those in MEXICA’s sentence. So, the list becomes: 
Left without a trace 
For a thousand ships  
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From the city sleeps  
Down in the 
darkness 
A dream is a curse 
Sentiment analysis eliminates the sentences having different 
sentiments to that of MEXICA’s narrative line. NLP TwinWord API is used 
to categorize lines into positive, negative or neutral sentiments. Hence, 
the list along with their sentiment scores looks like this: 
Left without a trace, 0 
 
For a thousand ships, 0 
 
From the city sleeps, 0 
 
Down in the darkness, -3 
 
A dream is a curse, -1 
 
In these lines, 0 represents positive, -1 and -3 represent negative 
sentiments. Here, the sentence with “-3” score has more negative 
sentiments than sentence having “-1” score. Since the narrative sentence 
is positive, other sentences having negative sentiments are eliminated. 
Therefore, the final set consists of the following three phrases: 
Left without a trace, 0 
 
For a thousand ships, 0 
 
From the city sleeps, 0 
 
A random sentence is picked from it and that line goes to Integrator 
where it substitutes the first person with third person pronouns.  
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The resulting lyrics are as follows: 
The priest was ambitious 
 
For a thousand ships 
 
This process is repeated for every line in the story. Some examples of 
lyrics generated by MABLE are shown in Fig. 7 [21, Fig. 2] and Fig. 8 [21]. 
Every odd number sentence is created by MEXICA, whereas every even- 
numbered sentence is created using MABLE thus generating a suitable 
candidate line for each of the narrative sentences.
24 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7.    Example of lyrics made by MABLE. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 8.    Another example of lyrics created by MABLE.
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VI. CONCLUSION and FUTURE WORK 
 
This project outlines how MABLE, an automated narrative lyric writing 
model, conveys narratives in poetic form. The model divides its work into 
three main components, where the first component provides a set of 
candidate lines satisfying the poetry format constraints, the second aims 
to filter those phrases by matching their sentiments with the story, and the 
last one finally integrates them into a ballad. 
This report demonstrates how automated poetry generation may 
support people in writing their own lyrics. Such tools may not only help 
people in their creative pursuits but also may assist them in developing 
their skills required for writing lyrics. Human learners could collaborate 
with automated systems, thus following the process of generating and 
evaluating the lyrics together. A similar collaboration could be seen 
between MABLE and users. For example, MABLE would provide the 
user with the first draft of lyrics. Then, the user would evaluate the first 
draft and modify some of its pieces and let MABLE know about the 
required updates in the existing one. Next, MABLE could provide some 
feedback to the user. Moreover, competitions could be organized in 
which human judges could evaluate lyrics created by MABLE and the 
learners. 
One of the interesting characteristics of MABLE is its integration with 
MEXICA. Although MABLE relies heavily on its narrative writing ability, it 
still could be expanded in novel ways. Rather than generating a story and
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then modifying it, MABLE has integrated both of the processes. Thus, 
preserving the existing one, a new art form is created. Additionally, 
MABLE could be modified by automating the process of pulling out the 
corpus of lyrics from the web that better suits the content of the stories 
used for the generation of lyrics. Furthermore, it would also be interesting 
to combine MABLE with a melody-writing system in order to construct 
complete songs.
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